
Exegesis and Exposition

Position of the Interpreter

Everyone who interprets a passage of the Bible stands in a present time while he

examines a document that comes from a past time. He must discover what each statement meant

to the original speaker or writer, and to the original hearers or readers, in their own present time.

Then he must convey this message to his contemporaries. He must see what meaning these

statements had in the past, but he must also show what is their meaning for himself and for those

to whom he conveys these ideas.

Take Paul’s opening statement in the Epistle to the Romans: “Paul, a slave of Jesus

Christ” (1:1). Paul and his original readers understood well the staus of a slave. They knew that a

master owned his slave, directed his activities, and regulated his conduct. The slave had to obey,

Yet Paul chose this expressioin to show his relationship and that of his fellow Christians to

Christ (cf. Romans 1:1; 1 Corinthians 7:22; Philippians 1:1; Colossians 1:7; 4:7, 12). Christ had

bought them. He owned them. To such a master – one who purchased believers at the cost of his

own life – Paul could only give his complete allegiance. This became on of his favorite terms.

But the average reader who picks up the King James Version reads: “Paul, a servant of Jesus

Christ” (Romans 1:1). He pictures a very wealthy man who is able to afford servants. To the

average reader, servants are part of a bygone epoch. When wages were lower, servants did the

things now done by an array of household gadgets. So, when Paul speaks of himself as a servant

of Jesus Christ he sounds like a domestic in Christ’s household. What a distortion of Paul’s

metaphor! Exegesis of the word doulos (“slave”) demands showing what this word meant for

Paul and for his contemporaries. Exposition of the word doulos demands that the interpreter help

the modern reader to get rid of his wrong ideas about “servant” and to overcome his emotional

antipathy to the meaning “slave.” Only then can he point out the true meaning that the

expression should convey to the modern reader. The interpreter must constantly involve himself

both in the past and in the present.

There are two steps involved. First, we must discover the meaning of the expression or

statement in the past. Then we must drive this meaning home to our present society with the

same impact it had when it was originally written. It is easier to identify our errors in

interpretation if these two steps are differentiated. In exegesis the interpreter sometimes ignores

certain assertions of the Bible simply because what it says or claims is unacceptable to the

interpreter, e.g. the claim of prediction. Or he may explain (away) the claim as an ancient form

of writing history. In exposition, the interpreter may be so eager to convey an idea to modern

man that the biblical idea becomes mixed with the interpreter’s own ideas. For example, in

discussing the New Testament concept of time we must show both the qualitative and

quantitative aspects of time and how they are set forth. Which of these is in the ascendancy in

the New Testament? How are these aspects related to each other? Should one build a case on

biblical words apart from the biblical propositions and assertions? How easy it is for us to

attribute to the original speaker or writer ideas which never entered his mind when he uttered the

expression which is being interpreted.


